
Year 6:   Autumn  1 

Link 1:     Know how to draw a flower 

Share read about Flowers. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about how different artists and designers have used plants and flowers.  

Revise parts of the flower. 

Learn how to accurately draw a flower.  

https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-a-Flower  

Learn how to layer water colour over the top of each other. 

Compare Georgia O’Keefe, Van Gogh, Azuma Makato, Hasegawa Tohaku.  

Sketch their own flowers. Make notes and sketches in their sketch books.  

Choose a style to capture a still life of flowers.  

Write a non-fiction report.  

 

Link 2:     Know to create a 3D flower 

Share read about Flowers. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about how different artists have created 3D flowers e.g. out of clay, papier mache, out of glass, out of foil, 

metal . https://www.blackcountrymetalworks.co.uk/garden-structures-decorations.htm   

Design in their sketch books and then use this to make a 3D flower.  

Write a non-fiction report. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to sculpt a 3D flower and depict flowers in three 

ways 

Share read a section of an information book about art in the 17th century 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about how different artists, craft makers and potters have made decorated plant pots.  

Make notes, designs and sketches in sketch books.  

https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-a-Flower
https://www.blackcountrymetalworks.co.uk/garden-structures-decorations.htm


Decorate their own pots and flowers.  

Display their flowers 3 ways e.g. paint/3D/clay 

Write a non-fiction report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:   Autumn  2 

Link 1:     Know to create a painting that shows movement of water 

Share read about impressionism. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Revise from Y5 how they made flames look as though they were moving and how Flemish artists created 

movement. 

Evaluate the brush strokes in impressionist paintings that make it look like the water is moving.  

Experiment in sketch books depicting moving water around ducks.  

In pastel, depict moving water around a duck.  

Annotate their thoughts in their sketch book.  

Create their own painting showing moving water in an impressionist style.  

 

Link 2     Know to create a feeling of summer and warmth in paintings 

Share read about impressionism. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Evaluate how impressionist artists depict summer time e.g. bright summery colours, feeling of relaxation and 

having plenty of light and time and it being warm.  

In sketch books try to depict a relaxing figure.  

Annotate their sketches.  

Create a painting in a similar style.  

Write a non-fiction report. 

 

Link 3     Know how Monet and Renoir painted 

Share read about impressionism. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Contrast Cassat’s painting style with Morisot in “summer’s day”.  

Understand the idea of creating an impression in paint.  



Learn about Claude Monet and Renoir and their work.  

Learn how they created their pictures and compare a photograph of the place and their impression of the scene. 

Record in their sketch books small aspects of their pictures and annotate.  

Create their own impressionist style painting.  

Write a non-fiction report 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to create an impressionist style painting of the 

summer with moving water 

Share read about impressionism 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Revise impressionism.  

Revise how to depict moving water.   

Create their own impressionist style painting.  

Write a non-fiction report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:    Spring  1 

Link 1:     Know the work of George Stubbs 

Share read about animals. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about the work of George Stubbs https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/artists/george-stubbs  

Evaluate how he created stance, perspective, shape, form and light and shade. 

Replicate a section of one of his paintings.   

Write a non-fiction report 

 

Link 2:     Know how to create light and dark in animal pictures 

Share read about animals. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about the work of Stephen Park https://www.forestgallery.com/top-5-animal-artists/  

Experiment with shading and light and dark when drawing an animal.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to create a painting in the style of Rousseau 

Share read about animals. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Revise what they have already learnt about drawing animals.  

Learn about the work of Helen Wilson, Rousseau. 

Draw and make notes in sketch books.  

Use their sketch to design a sculpture. 

 

 

 

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/artists/george-stubbs
https://www.forestgallery.com/top-5-animal-artists/


 

Year 6:   Spring  2 

Link 1:     know about the Hermitage museum 

Share read the Hermitage Museum catalogue. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about the Hermitage museum: 

https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/!ut/p/z1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfIjo8zi_R0dzQy

NnQ28_D29zQ0c_UNMPfz9w5yNnE30wwkpiAJKG-AAjgZA_VGElHjpR2Um5eqVJ-

fqGeiZGpkaGBpbGhhYmBuZm1iY6Yc76Ud6JnoWuKXrF-

RGGOhGOSoCAPbpbIo!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/?lng=en  

Look at and evaluate using artistic terms the paintings of Russian artists in the Hermitage. 

Select some, practise the techniques and sketch in sketch books.  

 

Link 2:     know about the work of Kandinski 

Share read the Hermitage Museum catalogue. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about the work of Kandinsky https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/wassily-kandinsky-1382  

Evaluate the work and understand the meaning behind the paintings. 

Sketch and replicate in paint a Kandinsky-style work. 

 

Link 3:     know about the work of Marc Chagall 

Share read the Hermitage Museum catalogue. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about the work of Chagall. https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/marc-chagall-881  

Evaluate the work and understand the meaning behind the paintings. 

Sketch and replicate in paint a Chagall-style painting/stained glass.  

 

 

https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/!ut/p/z1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfIjo8zi_R0dzQyNnQ28_D29zQ0c_UNMPfz9w5yNnE30wwkpiAJKG-AAjgZA_VGElHjpR2Um5eqVJ-fqGeiZGpkaGBpbGhhYmBuZm1iY6Yc76Ud6JnoWuKXrF-RGGOhGOSoCAPbpbIo!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/?lng=en
https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/!ut/p/z1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfIjo8zi_R0dzQyNnQ28_D29zQ0c_UNMPfz9w5yNnE30wwkpiAJKG-AAjgZA_VGElHjpR2Um5eqVJ-fqGeiZGpkaGBpbGhhYmBuZm1iY6Yc76Ud6JnoWuKXrF-RGGOhGOSoCAPbpbIo!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/?lng=en
https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/!ut/p/z1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfIjo8zi_R0dzQyNnQ28_D29zQ0c_UNMPfz9w5yNnE30wwkpiAJKG-AAjgZA_VGElHjpR2Um5eqVJ-fqGeiZGpkaGBpbGhhYmBuZm1iY6Yc76Ud6JnoWuKXrF-RGGOhGOSoCAPbpbIo!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/?lng=en
https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/!ut/p/z1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfIjo8zi_R0dzQyNnQ28_D29zQ0c_UNMPfz9w5yNnE30wwkpiAJKG-AAjgZA_VGElHjpR2Um5eqVJ-fqGeiZGpkaGBpbGhhYmBuZm1iY6Yc76Ud6JnoWuKXrF-RGGOhGOSoCAPbpbIo!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/?lng=en
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/wassily-kandinsky-1382
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/marc-chagall-881


Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to create a painting that conveys a meaning 

Share read the Hermitage museum catalogue.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Look at paintings and pictures from the Russian revolution that conveys a message.  

Evaluate messages in paintings. 

Design a painting that conveys a message and then create it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:   Summer  1 

Link 1:     Know how to make people look as though they are moving 

Share read about LS Lowry. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn how he created people to move.  

Revise perspective, vanishing points, shades and tone.  

Replicate figures in motion.  

Create perspective of buildings and a vanishing point.  

Create a Lowry style painting.  

Write a critique/personal narrative  

 

 

Link 2:     Know how Picasso painted Guernica 

Share read about LS Lowry. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Revise vanishing points and perspective and composition. 

Learn about the work of Picasso. 

Learn about what happened to the town of Guernica. 

Look at how Picasso translated this into a painting. 

Identify how he portrayed the horror of the event.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how artists create emotions 

Share read about LS Lowry. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Look at how Picasso created emotions in his work. 

Look at other artists e.g. Munch the Scream. How they use colour and brush strokes to convey meaning. 

Plan their own picture and create the final product. 



Year 6:   Summer  2 

Link 1:     Identify and replicate features of Dali paintings, drawings and sculptures 

Share read about Salvador Dali through the genre of a biography.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Look at some of the work of Salvador Dali around the time of the Great War: ‘El Son’; Moonlight Over the Bay At, 

Cadaques; Cadaques seen from behind; Festival in Figueras; Man Holding Up a Baby as Though He Were Drinking 

from a Bottle; Late night dreams; Cubist self-portrait 1926.  

https://thedali.org/  

Identify some art that depict dreams and imagination. Annotate art to identify key features including tone, colour 

to depict emotions, perspective, the vanishing point etc. 

   

Link 2:  Know some ways of depicting emotion through colour, line and abstracting an object 

Share read about Salvador Dali. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Using Dali art, use the symbols https://www.thedaliuniverse.com/en/salvador-dali/symbols  to identify what the art 

work means and the emotion it is trying to portray for example ants to denote death and decay; elephants to 

denote the future. Devise and capture the image of some of their own symbols to represent emotion such as fear of 

the unknown, nerves/anxiety, hunger, for example: Accommodation of desire – 1929; Portrait of Paul Eluard;  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:  To be able to create a surrealist image to depict what they 

feel about moving onto secondary school 

Share read about Salvador Dali.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Plan a painting/picture that will convey their emotions about moving onto secondary school. Use some of their own 

or Dali symbols and techniques e.g. dripping clocks; elephants etc. Compose their picture to make sure there is 

perspective and the emotion/message is clear to the audience. Create an imaginative dream about their transition 

to Year 7.  

 

 

  

https://thedali.org/
https://www.thedaliuniverse.com/en/salvador-dali/symbols


Year 7:   Autumn 1 

Link 1:     Know how to evaluate the work of Northern artists  

Share read about L.S. Lowry   https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533  

Know how to use terminology to evaluate a painting. 

Use this same terminology to evaluate the paintings of different Northern artists depicting similar scenes.  

Evaluate why the artist has chosen colours to create a mood e.g. a mood of smoke and industry with muted colours.  

Look closely at a painting and write an evaluation. 

 

Link 2:     Know how to depict distance  

Share read about L.S. Lowry   https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise key words and their meanings: tone, shade, 

industrial, urban landscape, perspective, form, colour, positive and negative space 

Evaluate some paintings and identify what the artists have done to create an idea of distance and 3 

dimensions on a 2D canvass.  

Replicate a figure/figures in a sketch to draw something in the distance.  

 

Link 3:     Know how to create the impression of movement  

Share read about L.S. Lowry   https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise key words and their meanings: tone, shade, 

industrial, urban landscape, perspective, form, colour, positive and negative space 

Evaluate some paintings and identify what the artists have done to create an idea of movement e.g. 

making figures lean forwards. Placing figures carefully to depict a direction they are all moving in. 

Replicate a figure/figures in sketches/drawings to depict movement.  

 

Link 4:     Know how Lowry and other artists painted 

Share read about L.S. Lowry   https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise key words and their meanings: tone, shade, 

industrial, urban landscape, perspective, form, colour, positive and negative space 

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533/how-paint-lowry  

Watch the video clip and learn how LS Lowry and other artists painted. 

Replicate some of their ideas and techniques.  

 

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533/how-paint-lowry


Link 5:     Know how to use paint brushes 

Share read about L.S. Lowry   https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise key words and their meanings: tone, shade, 

industrial, urban landscape, perspective, form, colour, positive and negative space 

Know how to hold a paint brush. 

Know how the size of the brush can affect the strokes and what you can paint. 

Learn how to use brush strokes to depict different things e.g. small very tiny strokes for detail.  

Experiment to see the effect of a think, broad brush etc 

 

Link 6:     Know how to mix paints 

Share read about L.S. Lowry   https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise key words and their meanings: tone, shade, 

industrial, urban landscape, perspective, form, colour, positive and negative space 

Know how to mix colours of paint to depict shades. 

Know how the colour wheel works for creating colours and shades. 

 

Link 7:       Know how to create a drawing/painting in the style of a northern artist 

Share read about L.S. Lowry   https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise key words and their meanings: tone, shade, 

industrial, urban landscape, perspective, form, colour, positive and negative space 

Create a picture/painting which depicts distance and movement in the style of a northern artist. 

Consider the composition e.g. going into/out of school; going to the football match . Set up their picture 

e.g. take photos and set out some key characters. Create their final piece.  

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/l-s-lowry-1533

